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the portrait film 


Here the figural operates as transgression or deconstruction of the percept, unraveling the contours of the image.
 						David Rodowick (2001: 13) 


In Ben Rivers’s short film, This Is My Land (2006), we are not only introduced to Jake Williams, a recurring figure in four of Rivers’s films, we are also introduced to Jake’s black cat, and a crescent-shaped material artefact (a question mark?) that the cat seems to find both alluring and elusive. In successive frames we see the potential for the black cat to interact with the mysterious artefact that appears to lie directly ahead of it, even though the shape sits atop the film-strip. These two image elements belong to different registers of discourse, share space for just a single frame, and have been produced at different stages of the film-making process. Whereas the shape belongs to a space on the film-strip, like a drip of paint, the cat is distributed across multiple frames because it occupies time, and while the cat is bound to a frame determined by the camera, material artefacts are continuous with the film-strip itself; they are free to roam, as it were. Furthermore, if the abstract shape appears to be too quick for the cat to catch, it is also too quick for a first-time cinema spectator to see because it is almost impossible to discern a discrete shape that is on-screen for just one 48th of a second. I suggest here, however, that once we know such shapes are there – and many are perfectly visible – they cease to strike us as artefacts superfluous to the discursive register of narrative action (also the register of photographic realism), and demand instead to be read as integral elements of it.

In fact, Rivers’s black and white, hand-processed films are designed to produce precisely these kinds of compound images. His manipulation of the film-strip and its chemical base is what produces the possibility of one layer of the film image interacting with another at the interface of the chemical landscape. In films such as This Is My Land and Two Years At Sea (2011), if it is on the film, it is in the film. This article offers an analysis of these films at the point where photographic realism and abstract materialism converge. The description of Rivers’s films as chemical landscapes reminds us that the film-strip does not just carry images of people, cats and landscape, it is itself a topographical formation that accrues any number of materials and marks, which, when lit from behind by the projector’s lamp, interact with the photographic image in a range of productive and fascinating ways. 

However, the kinds of compound images that are the focus of this article are also unstable. No sooner does the figure of the black cat encourage us to read the abstract crescent-shape as an elusive prey, than the crescent-shape threatens to transform the cat into a mobile black shape cast against a white background. The figurative and the abstract are in constant flux in these images and less than a second after the crescent-shape disappears both the cat and the snowy ground it occupies have all but merged with the material abstraction of a particularly densely textured piece of hand-processed film. Where, this article asks, might we find a language for describing these compound images, with their unstable oscillation between the registers of photographic realism and abstract materialism? One possibility, I suggest, is to be found in Jean-François Lyotard’s theorization of the figural (2011). In Lyotard’s writing the figural describes just the kind of oscillation between text and image that can usefully be seen transposed here into the compound textuality of Rivers’s black-and-white hand-processed images.

The two films under discussion here, the feature-length Two Years At Sea, and the short film This Is My Land, are both black-and-white portraits of Jake Williams, a solitary, salt-of-the-earth figure who tinkers around his cast-away world and makes the most of his local Aberdeenshire environment. Both films have very little narrative to speak of, favour actions over words and focus on a human figure in a landscape (as opposed to his character). All of these elements are also refracted through material artefacts purposefully introduced to the films, but which often appear as though they have emerged directly from the environment itself, including the ageing objects and residual technologies that litter the protagonist’s world. Just as the objects of Jake’s world have become encrusted with the patina of use or decay, the material artefacts that join them on the film-strip mirror that material trajectory. These films also exploit material artefacts to suggest elemental forces – wind, rain, magnetism, light and shadow – and to augment images of the landscape with another layer of materials, also derived from the earth, which go into the manufacture and processing of celluloid film. In other words, the elemental forces of Jake’s world are in part suggested by the elemental forces of cinema in an artisanal mode: and include forces of turning, rubbing, drying, breaking, soaking and staining. 

One of Rivers’s methods for introducing abstract artefacts to his film images entails developing a 100ft roll of film in a rewind tank, in the comfort of his own home,​[1]​ emptying the tank of liquid, then leaving the film wound on the spindle inside the tank so that it stews in its own juices (as opposed to being hung up to dry). The film might remain wrapped around itself for one night or longer, and any effects of drying, soaking or staining happen between the wound layers of film, causing one bit of the film-strip to physically interact with its neighbour to produce even more variable results. Bits of film stick together, imprint themselves, one upon the other, become water-logged and goopy and generally produce the wavy shapes we see in the films, reflecting the watery origins from which they arise.

While working to ensure that the topographical form of the film-strip is built up in stages and layers, Rivers knows, of course, what imagery is contained on those rolls of film and what kinds of effects might arise by combining them with craquelure, shadows, shapes and squiggles, which function both as supplements to the photographic image and as images in their own right. In addition to these material artefacts we must also consider those that emerge from techniques that effect the development of the photographic images directly, such as solarization (exposure of the film to light part way through the development process) or the variable winding of the rewind tank’s hand cranks that gives rise to variable development of the latent image, an effect that mimics the fluctuating exposures of early hand-cranked film cameras and adds an ethereal, out-of-time quality to the world on-screen. 

On the matter of film artefacts, while film grain can be understood as a necessary, visible artefact of film’s chemical make-up – a measure of the medium’s resolution – the other abstract artefacts that take shape and share space with the photographic images in Rivers’s films are a clear instance of a craft-based authorship. Many artists working with 16mm film make informed choices about whether to remove or retain the intrinsic signs of hand processing – water, chemicals, contact marks and scratches – but rarely do these artefacts interact so pointedly with the mise-en-scène. Therefore, both senses of the term artefact are at play here: the sense of a necessary output, intrinsic to the filmic process and its apparatus, and the sense of an authored output. They exist, moreover, in dynamic relationship to each other. In the case of Rivers’s films, the inherent nature of celluloid’s chemical form (revealed through material artefacts) is moulded by him into significant aesthetic objects (or cultural artefacts). For instance, instead of removing traces of film development liquids from his films, Rivers retains them, causing them to interact with representational images to make those images more physically present, more ‘of this earth’. The multiplicity at work here also allows the images to be read and seen in multiple ways, and to be read and seen as both necessary and authored features of a hand-processed film aesthetic.

Two-thirds of the way through Two Years At Sea, Jake opens a gate in order to undertake a journey along a dirt road in his Daihatsu four-wheel drive. As he continues his journey beyond the gate a large striated ‘S’ shape appears from nowhere, superimposes itself upon the photographic landscape, changes shape over seven frames and then subsides. What is this shape and where did it come from? What force makes this shape possible (in a technological sense) and what forces are suggested by its inclusion in a near-wordless portrait of a reclusive man journeying along a dirt road? The fact that this simple journey is disrupted by the superimposition of the ‘S’-shaped artefact hints at the idea of (and indeed the image of) a discursive fork in the path. How might we begin to analyse it – to account for its aesthetic, but also socially and culturally meaningful operations? In answer to this question, I want to turn now to the figural. 

Dudley Andrew offers a homologous depiction of the figural itself when he identifies its potential to create ‘twists and complications in discourse that mark out a difficulty in the path of meaning’ (1984: 158), describing such moments as ‘events of destructuration’ (1984: 157). Such events are commonplace in Rivers’s films. Jake’s black cat might be read not simply as a meaningful figure, nor just as a black abstract shape set against the stark white of a snow-covered landscape, but rather as a site of exchange between these and other discursive layers of the film and a reflection, therefore, of its deep structural concerns. The cinematic landscape is a discursive, even textual landscape, writ large with all the codes and clichés acquired during a century of cinema. Hence when an abstract shape briefly dominates and warps the photographic image of the path along which Jake travels in Two Years At Sea, Rivers makes use of the plasticity of a post-produced image to return to cinema the image of the landscape. It is not simply a self-reflexive reminder that landscape is a function of cinematic discourse. It also produces another cinematic landscape, a chemical landscape, which is itself the carrier of values (including, but not only, artisanal values). Is there something more that can be said about the ‘S’-shaped form of the artefact in question? Lyotard, after all, included among other examples, the transformation of letter into line to illustrate the operations of the figural. The context for his thinking about this form of the figural was not film but medieval scripture. As with all of his examples, however, it highlights the kind of interpretation that the figural resists. ‘The letter’, he writes, ‘is an unvarying closed line; the line is the open moment of a letter that perhaps closes again elsewhere, on the other side. Open the letter, you have the image, the scene, and magic. Close the image, you have the emblem, the symbol, and the letter’ (2011: 264).  We can see in this drama of the letter and the line a critique of the symbol and the hermeneutics of interpretation. Connotation, Lyotard warns us, is an ‘underperforming language’, a language that underperforms when it fixes meaning (2011: 213). In this sense, meaning is also the enemy of magic. If Rivers’s abstract augmentations resist meaning – and they do – they thereby remain more open to the magic of the scene. 

Simon Morley points out that, for Lyotard, we do not solely fix meaning through interpretation. Certain ways of looking also fix meaning. What we find in Lyotard’s theorization of the figural, Morley writes, is that ‘while foveal [that is, focused] vision is always a kind of “reading” because it is so intimately bound to conscious cognitive processes, the periphery is in some senses more authentically seeing’ (2016: 4). Part of the challenge of analyzing the compound images in Rivers’s films, then, is to avoid fixing the meaning of those images, but also, to avoid fixing the image at all – which is what happens when we focus on it. It is, after all, the half-seen and the half-remembered quality of these images, captured in the half-light of the periphery of our vision that makes Rivers’s films so enticing. As Morley also says, when ‘peripheral vision and low spatial frequencies predominate, as in twilight, the imagination and the unconscious take over’ (2016: 8).

Walter Benjamin was also interested in what can be seen at the periphery of vision as well as with the camera’s special recording capacities; its un-thinking response to the details of the world. He referred to these capacities as the ‘optical unconscious’ (1972: 7). In Rivers’s films, many abstract forms fall below the threshold for seeing, but many others are on the cusp, and still others are readily available. All have a haunting quality that derives from the spectators’ knowledge that while these abstract figures spring from somewhere other than the world depicted, they seem to engage it all the same. These images also haunt, however, by virtue of their narratively, aesthetically and optically peripheral quality. To return once more to the cat-and-mouse game that I began this article with, while the crescent-shape revealed here in a frame enlargement may be imperceptible when the film projector is running, it is made a part of the film’s larger textuality by virtue of the fact that the cat, just moments earlier, was seen being tormented by a veritable storm of abstract activity. For immediately preceding the crescent shape’s brief appearance, is a sequence that begins with a backlit shower of snow cascading down from a tree. End-of-reel artefacts flash by. However, it is the rapidly animated black-and-white abstract shapes and shadows that dramatically dominate the images of the cat and its surrounds. There is a lot going on here, and the cat’s frantic leaps are of a piece with the wildly fluctuating activity of light and shape, and uncannily so. It is vivid materialist displays like this one that cue spectators to regard all abstract shapes, whether above or below the threshold of perception, as an authored (and authorized) part of the film’s textuality. 

If this article argues that the figural gives us a framework for analysing one of the most arresting and compelling aspects of Rivers’s hand-processed films, it may also be that the instability of these films’ chemical landscapes combined with the difficulty of reading them goes some way towards accounting for the lack of commentary on them, even in criticism of Rivers’s work (Trigg 2010; Zoller 2012). The compound images that make up Rivers’s chemical landscapes are certainly many things: they are both spectacular and opaque, in plain sight and peripheral, while being complex and subtle in their implications. They are, in short, hard to pin down, but pin them down we must, because Rivers’s films communicate their core values about a certain cinematic world-making, of mediated images of people in place, through just such images. These are images, moreover, that are in a permanent state of transformation, oscillating between abstraction and figuration, between text and image, and between the peripheral and the foveal. Warwick Mules summed up the productive potential of the figural when he wrote that it ‘is not to be found in isolated, resistive images spread throughout the film, but as a productive principle of the film itself; as the primary dimension of the (audio)-visuality that the film perpetually becomes’ (2003 online). The transformational and prismatic quality of Rivers’s images, in other words, is fundamental to how we apprehend his films’ textuality and the fluid potential of that textuality. 

I want to now work back around to Lyotard’s suggestion that connotation and the symbol are the enemies of the image, the scene and of magic. The figural, I suggest, enables us to identify the operations of a materialist kind of magic, or magic materialism, in Rivers’s films. The first zone of operation or transformation is that of time. The others, as we shall see, are narrative, the spectator and abstract animation (which brings high speed and small scale to the fore). There is a telling moment in Two Years At Sea where the film-strip imprints the trace of its own sprocket holes on a hilly landscape dominated by conifer trees. In this case, one small section of a 100ft film reel has left its trace on another part when they became stuck together in the rewind tank, resulting in the outline of the film-strip’s edge cutting vertically through the middle of the landscape image. One thing suggested by this configuration is that film-time, as represented by the film-strip’s length, folds in on itself like a sci-fi plot about space-time. This particular compound image is an index of the sculptural shape of its own becoming because it is produced in the rewind tank where earlier and later portions of the film, normally separated by time, have come into physical contact with one another. We see the plastic configuration of the film’s discursive becoming in this compound image, because the portion of the film-strip whose sprocket holes have left their trace, is wrapped around the outside of the landscape image in the tank, meaning that it lies ahead of the landscape image in time. The fact that it loops back and superimposes itself on the earlier landscape image is suggestive of a certain auto-criticism, or an event of destructuration. 

There are other times in Rivers’s film-making where the earthiness of his materialist images becomes almost indistinguishable from the objects photographed and in such moments a new kind of narrative causality threatens to emerge. Here we shift from a concern with the transformational potential of time to that of narrative. In This Is My Land the technique of reticulation is applied to one or more 100ft rolls of film that contain images of a hot water tank and a burning log. Reticulation, or cracking of the film emulsion through the application of heat in the development process, produces an organic-looking pattern of fissures and shapes on the film. The clear correspondence between images of heat and abstract shapes caused by heat invites us to see these layers of visual information as interacting at a quasi-narrative level. For instance, we might toy with the idea of a new kind of causality by entertaining the thought that the film-stock in the camera became heated when it got too close to these hot objects. In such a case the object photographed is read as causing the reticulation of its own image. Alternatively, and in the absence of such a reading, we simply revert to the predictable, but still instructive, idea that the material state of the image corresponds with the material source of the image in an interesting, oddly mimetic, way. 

In the reticulated image of the burning log the cracked surface of the film’s emulsion is most clearly visible against the brightly lit part of the image where the fire burns. And where the fire burns, the wood itself has the irregular, tiled appearance that wood takes on when reduced to a charred state. This pattern of disintegration is so similar to the shape of the cracks in the emulsion that once projected the two are difficult to distinguish. The result is that the abstract shapes on the reticulated film surface come to form part of our visual comprehension of the photographic image in a strictly graphic sense. The abstract and the photographic parts of the image have, in effect, become one through a kind of alchemical, narrative magic. The disruptive potential of this radical convergence of the photographic and the material-abstract is that the image may have finally become other, neither simply in nor on the film, but caught somewhere in between.

Fredric Jameson has argued that, in the work of the Cuban novelist Alejo Carpentier, magic realism takes the form of ‘a certain poetic transfiguration of the object world itself – not so much a fantastic narrative, then, as a metamorphosis in perception and in things perceived’ (1986: 301). Jameson’s description of magic realism redirects us then from a concern with narrative back to the image as a site of perceptual shifts. Magic realism, Jameson writes, ‘enjoin[s] a visual spell, an enthrallment to the image in its present of time’ (1986: 301). Rivers’s deep investment in his images, apparent in the beauty of their photographic form, is also communicated through the way they continue to be treated, even nurtured, long after they were first captured. 

The third zone of transformation in which magic materialism operates in Rivers’s films, I suggest, resides with the spectator. Rivers’s chemical landscapes bring spectators face to face with the creative force of a material indexicality, but what might they do with this encounter? Much as a letter may open up into a line and become ‘image, scene, magic’, so too the line of a mountain in Two Years At Sea offers potential for a little magic of its own. This scene has Jake carrying equipment a good distance across a sparse landscape, equipment that we will learn is for a boat building and fishing exercise. Dwarfed as Jake appears to be by a mountain in the background, and by a wide-angle, anamorphic vista, he nonetheless seems at home in this elemental environment. Some might even point to a certain romanticism in the portrayal. However, this environment is constituted via mise-en-scène that is one part (and one very big part) materialist, because what may look like a mountain is in fact a swirling stain on the emulsion.

If we read a mountain in this image, then we can think of it as an enclosed image, in Lyotard’s terms, fixed and symbolic, much as Monument Valley serves as a symbol for the frontier in a John Ford western. The first still of Two Years At Sea on page XXX is cropped to reinforce the reading of the delineated form above the figure of Jake as a mountain, but the second, uncropped reveals instead that symbolic, discursive form being opened up into a wavy line, which, even in its abstraction continues to frame Jake and the landscape. More importantly, it is this line that graphically communicates Rivers’s desire to present the landscape as something more expressionistic, personal and magical, than symbolic. This is magic in the sense that it is produced by a sleight of hand (processing), but it does not register, or read, as an attempt to capture the sublime, which might have been the case were it not for the fact that this is an authored, chemical landscape. Rivers’s materialist rewriting of the landscape cues us to consider, among other things, its place within a history of cinematic codification, but it also urges us to contend with the line of the image in order to see beyond the symbolic. Although my manipulation of the first still reproduced here performs its own sleight of hand, this is in keeping with the way we see and read peripheral images. That is, the mountain in the background is not pure invention: it emerges in response to the potential of glimpsing a mountain in the half-light of the optically peripheral.

The perceptual trajectory of what I am describing looks like this: one notices a peripheral wavy shape in the landscape, focuses on it, and in focusing on it absorbs it into a foveal, conscious frame of reference. At this point the line becomes figure rather than ground, coming as it does to resemble the figure of a mountain in a dramatic shift from the open scene of seeing to the closed space of the symbolic. However, the figural represents a mobile rather than static interface between two discursive possibilities or potentialities. The line, Lyotard notes, is the ‘open moment of a letter that perhaps closes again elsewhere, on the other side’. So it is not just the idea that the line might become momentarily symbolic – a mountain – that captures our attention, but the fact that it reverts once more to the line that we know it is. The conduit or interface for this oscillation is the chemical landscape.

The mise-en-scène of Rivers’s films is not, of course, augmented by static abstract figures, as they appear in these pages. The chemical landscapes of Two Years At Sea and This Is My Land are wildly animated by their passage through the projector. Hence the fourth, and final zone of figural transformation to be discussed here, is that of animation. The material artefacts in Rivers’s films move in different ways, on different scales and with different speeds relative to the photographic, indexical images captured by the camera. Photographic images move at the speed of the world itself, by design – not so abstract shapes. Furthermore, while these animated abstractions may be projected frame by frame, unlike the photographic images, they are neither produced frame by frame nor confined to the frame. When Jake walks through exposed landscapes his journeys are animated by the energy produced by the visible signs of the film’s material processes, but also by the physical labour that Rivers himself exerts on the film during post-production. What might look like a mountain in the still on page XXX looks like one because its scale is in the right proportion to the human figure, it almost fits to the form of the frame and the softness of its rendering is appropriate for an object at a distance. However, this line, it scarcely needs to be said, does not move like a mountain. Likewise, if the mountain makes Jake seem small, this is nothing compared to the sweeping line of the watery stain within the 16mm frame, which reveals that the image of Jake is barely two millimetres tall. Although it is always true that cinema makes tiny figures huge, it is Rivers’s materialist world-making that renders this meaningful and, in the process, makes a certain magic materialism possible such that we might see Jake as a tiny man walking through the chemical landscape itself. The animated abstract image is not only radically different to the photographic image in its speed and scale, it also reintroduces those parameters to the photographic image and invites us to see and read new possibilities there.

The animation of the photographic image at the interface of the chemical landscape is clearly seen in the opening sequence of I Know Where I’m Going (2009), a group portrait that also includes Jake. It should be noted that Rivers is not adding artefacts in this case, but simply authorizing a certain reading of the grain of the film as a material artefact bearing some force of meaning. In this scene, an abandoned, snow-filled car is seen rusting away in the wilderness. It is accompanied by the distinctive buzz of film-grain, and one is put in mind of the very process of a microbial decay that we understand is slowly and invisibly eating away at the car’s shell. Whereas a car rusts too slowly for this process to be present to the eye, at the microscopic scale suggested by film grain we understand that such organic processes must, in fact, look like a field of great energy and swarm-like activity. In this example too, spectators are invited to consider the implications of thinking about film’s material speed through the projector and its physically diminutive scale, and to ponder how, by highlighting these parameters, Rivers might be encouraging us to see beyond the photographic images whose human scale and real-world slowness constitute only half of the picture.    

Although Jake exhibits all the hallmarks of a hero of slow cinema in the thirteen-minute sequence of Two Years At Sea in which we watch him labouring under the burden of his boat-building equipment, slowly building his makeshift raft, and then idly fishing before falling asleep, he is typically in the company of great, animated agitation, which rattles the habits of his world and ours. Slow as his life may seem, Jake is carried by film frames that clearly live a double life, providing material support for two kinds of film speed and accommodating radically disjunctive senses of scale. The figural helps us to identify and analyse the material operations that we find in Rivers’s films because it attunes us to the shape of their textuality and their physical distribution across space and time. If Rivers’s materialist complication of his photographic images achieved nothing else, we would have to acknowledge its power to slow down the eye. As Lyotard conceived of it, ‘this slowness required by the figural comes from its impelling thought to abandon its element, which is the discourse of signification’ (2011: 212). Slowing down the eye does not mean moving towards stasis or pinning down the image. When watching Rivers’s films, our eyes must actively scan the image in order to retain the very mobility of the image and the flux of its textuality. Slowing down the eye means slowing down the desire for perceptual mastery. Slowing down the eye opens up the possibility of discovery when it bypasses the cognizing effects of seeing.

Rivers’s hand-processed, black-and-white films come out of a long and diverse history of materialist film-making, but as a former Cinematheque programmer in Brighton, England, Rivers has engaged with a variety of film practices and histories and his own films make this attachment clear. One regularly sees Rivers analyzing and reconfiguring the tropes and follies of a range of narrative, documentary and ethnographic film-making modalities alongside his exploration of film’s materiality. For example, in Slow Action (2011), Rivers exposes the limitations of the documentary archive by supplying an image of a grubby white fowl to ostensibly illustrate the narrator’s statement about the ‘iridescent plumage of the ground pigeon’. On the one hand, Rivers uses a metonymic logic to connect image and sound (both references are to ground birds), while on the other hand, just as Trinh Minh-Ha seeks to expose the gap in the discourse between film-maker and subject in ethnographic film-making, Rivers seeks to reveal the gap in documentary discourse between sound and image, and between argument and illustration. Rivers is putting a certain discursive failure on show. The point here is that Rivers’s exploration of film’s materiality is but one part of the discourse of film practice with which he engages in his work. If the material artefacts that emerge in his films sometimes seem too abstract, opaque, accidental or fleeting to be locked down, they are nonetheless important signposts that prepare us to see and to read the complex weave of Rivers’s filmic discourse. 

Two Years At Sea and This Is My Land engage with both ethnographic and materialist film traditions. They complicate distinctions between the film document and narrative fiction, reality and fantasy, materialist reflexivity and expressionist meaning. Complications like these are central to the experimental films of Ben Rivers, but in these two films in particular we discern the force of these complications in the wild oscillations between an earthly indexicality and magic materialism, played out on a chemical landscape that is peculiar to a hand-processed cinema.
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^1	  Rivers sends his colour films to a lab for processing and so his colour images contain none of the artefacts under investigation here.
